New University President To Take Office July 1

Trustees representing a newly merged Loma Linda University have chosen a new University president to take office on July 1. He is David J. Bieber, 56, now president of La Sierra College, Riverside.

Mr. Bieber will succeed Godfrey T. Anderson, PhD, the University's president for over 13 years. Dr. Anderson announced last February that he will step down as president at the end of June.

President-elect Bieber is a native of Tolstoy, South Dakota, who earned a Bachelor of Arts degree at Union College, Lincoln, Nebraska, in 1956, and a Master of Arts degree at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, in 1960. Mr. Bieber was engaged in graduate study at Stanford University, California, and at the University of California at Berkeley.

A teacher and school administrator for all of his adult life, Mr. Bieber was president of his alma mater, Union College, for seven years before accepting the La Sierra College presidency in 1966.

President-elect Bieber is married and the father of one son, a teacher in Hawaii. He and Mrs. Bieber live close to the La Sierra College campus in Riverside.

Freshman Medical Students To Do Research at Missions

This summer Michael Noris, James D., and Nancy W. Simpson, all freshmen dental students, will gain first-hand knowledge of the problems and rewards mission life has to offer, besides gaining practical experience with patients.

This writing was posted at all unlocked visitor's permits.

Unanimous Vote

The merger proposal was pas

Continued on page 3

Full Consolidation in One Year

A proposal for merger of La Sierra College and Loma Linda University received final approval Saturday.

The measure was passed by members of the Loma Linda University Corporation, final governing authority for the school, in a meeting on the campus here. La Sierra College authorities had approved the merger last Thursday, voting two-to-one in favor of connection between the two schools.

Chairman for the merger, Maynard V. Campbell, was elected chairman of the new board and Reinhardt H. Biets, its vice chairman. Both men served in comparable posts in the University's former governing body. Pastor Biets also heads the La Sierra College trustees.

At a Monday morning press conference, chairman Campbell stated, "The primary reason for the merger of the two institutions is that a University should have a liberal arts college."

He pointed out that the sponsoring organization has a full-grown college institution just twenty miles away from the University, "We felt," he said, "that it makes more sense to merge one into the other than to duplicate the two. A freeway be- comes much less unpleasant than twenty minutes apart."

He also noted that merger proposals were discussed as much as 30 years ago. Negotiations have been under way for the past two or three years.

In answer to a question about any intended shift of academic emphasis on the campuses, Pastor Campbell referred to the constituency action to center the liberal arts college itself as well as graduate and under-graduate work in liberal arts. Continued on page 2

Monument Valley Dental Clinic Ceremonies Held. Rate Color TV

The official opening of the University sponsored Monument Valley Valley last week.

Representatives from the Public Health Service met with representatives of the Utah State Dental Association and the United States with University officials at the Seventh-day Adventist University campus, according to Elsie H. Ziprick, SN°41, president, School of Nursing Alumni Association. She will discuss her current world tour of Seventh-day Adventist mission stations where School of Nursing alumni are serving.

Also to be included in the day's activities will be hourly afternoon tours of the new Medical Center, and twenty-fifth and fiftieth anniversary class celebrations.

Forma Have Been Mailed

All School of Nursing Alumni are invited to attend the banquet with their guests, tickets may be purchased for $2.50 each on the day of the event. Pre-registered pre-school event will begin at 12:30 p.m. in Linda Hall and registration will be at 6 p.m. in the Campus Cafeteria.

For reasons making the necessary reservations have been mailed to all members whose ad-

continued on page 3

Nurses Homecoming to Include Celebration, Speakers, Tours

Cornelia F. Raymond, SN°24, will be the featured speaker at the School of Nursing alumni homecoming banquet June 1 on the University campus, according to Elsie H. Ziprick, SN°41, president, School of Nursing Alumni Association. She will discuss her current world tour of Seventh-day Adventist mission stations where School of Nursing alumni are serving.

Also to be included in the day's activities will be hourly afternoon tours of the new Medical Center, and twenty-fifth and fiftieth anniversary class celebrations.

Forma Have Been Mailed

All School of Nursing Alumni are invited to attend the banquet with their guests, tickets may be purchased for $2.50 each on the day of the event. Pre-registered pre-school event will begin at 12:30 p.m. in Linda Hall and registration will be at 6 p.m. in the Campus Cafeteria.

For reasons making the necessary reservations have been mailed to all members whose ad-
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Urology

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

The health service, under the direction of Dr. Smith, has been in operation since last December. Remodeled at a cost of $25,000 from an existing hospital outpatient clinic, the new dental health service includes five operatories, laboratory, x-ray processing area, waiting room, and an administrative office.

Staffed by Kenneth E. Wical, DDS, assistant professor of restorative dentistry, two senior School of Dentistry students, three resident dental assistants, and a secretary-receptionist, the clinic serves over 10,000 patients.
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Staffed by Kenneth E. Wical, DDS, assistant professor of restorative dentistry, two senior School of Dentistry students, three resident dental assistants, and a secretary-receptionist, the clinic serves over 10,000 patients.

In operation since last December, Remodeled at a cost of $25,000 from an existing hospital outpatient clinic, the new dental health service includes five operatories, laboratory, x-ray processing area, waiting room, and an administrative office.

Staffed by Kenneth E. Wical, DDS, assistant professor of restorative dentistry, two senior School of Dentistry students, three resident dental assistants, and a secretary-receptionist, the clinic serves over 10,000 patients.
Guest Editorial

Nutrition--Dietetics Story
By Ruth Little, PhD
Director, School of Nutrition and Dietetics

From overseas and from several states, alumni of the School of Nutrition and Dietetics have signed up for their annual homecoming week-end April 14 to 16. These Alumni are serving in many capacities in dietetics and in nutrition in America and in other lands. The School of Nutrition and Dietetics organized forty-five years ago in 1922. Harold M. Walton, MD, University Health Service, was its first dean. He was also the first male member of the faculty. The School was headed successfully by Pearl Jenkins, Esther Gardner, and Lydia M. Sonnenberg. It progressed from a two-year to a three-year under graduate program. In 1936, the graduate certificate program was changed to a bachelor's degree program with majors in dietetics and nutrition. In the ten years from 1957 to 1967, there were 141 who received bachelor's degrees, and twenty-five of these were awarded in 1962 and 1963. From these programs, 1966-67, there are forty candidates for the 1966-67 degree program. There are no tuition fees. The junior-year students will be contributing toward the cost of their education. In 1962, thirty-five students were enrolled in the graduate program. Thirty of them are actively engaged in the program. Sixty-five percent of the graduates have been employed by the Seventh-day Adventist denomination for the past two years. There are many opportunities for advancement in the field.

Mergers

Continued from page 1
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The University of Southern California is the largest and one of the oldest universities in the country. It has a long history of excellence in education and research. The university is located in Los Angeles, California, and is home to over 40,000 students. The university offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate programs, including law, medicine, engineering, and business. The university is known for its strong focus on research and innovation, and has produced many notable alumni and researchers. The university is also home to the Los Angeles Philharmonic and the Los Angeles Dodgers baseball team. Overall, the University of Southern California is a top institution for those looking to pursue higher education in the United States.
NAMED "Alumnus of the Year," Lydis M. Sommerberg, '40, director of dietary service, (left) receives a plaque from banquet chairman Ardis S. Beckner, '63. RUTH LETTLE, PhD, director of the School of Nutrition and Dietetics, was presented with a "going away" gift. She plans to take Sabbatical leave next year.

TWO GRADUATE STUDENTS awarded association scholarships by Helen H. Register, '54, were Bonita J. Emmerson (center), and Sharon L. Culpepper (right). INCOMING alumni association president Edith E. Ruder, '86, is handed the School of Nutrition and Dietetics Alumni Association gavel by outgoing president Beckner.

Two-day continuing education course attended by some 40 dentists and taught by School of Dentistry faculty members Bernard C. Ryde, DDS, chairman of the department of oral surgery, and Elmer E. Kelso, DDS, associate professor of oral medicine, was held in conjunction with opening ceremonies.

The goals of this program as stated by Richard T. Walden, MD, are:

(1) To give students a research program to be carried out in the environment of a mission station which will broadly profit the indigenous population and all of mankind.

(2) To teach students the principles of operating a good research project.

(3) To afford the opportunity for students to see for themselves what mission life is like on an every day basis.

"Our design is to really stimulate students to consider being missionaries as their life work, and it has been notably successful in accomplishing this goal," says Dr. Walden.

Mr. Simpson, who has over 1,000 hours of pilot time, will fly to outlying villages where he and his wife will design and procure health education materials. This program of health education is strongly encouraged by the Mexican government, according to Dr. Walden.

Mr. Simpson has the privilege of doing things of which they are capable. They will serve as a part of the traveling teams treating patients in areas where there is no medical help.

The main problems in this area are intestinal parasites and a lack of knowledge of nutrition and hygiene.

Mr. Simpson, who has over 1,000 hours of pilot time, will fly to outlying villages where he and his wife will design and procure health education materials. This program of health education is strongly encouraged by the Mexican government, according to Dr. Walden.

J. Lloyd Mason, SM'54, at Monument Valley, will supervise Miss Valley's research project. He will be assisted by members of the School of Public Health.

The students are expected to produce documentation of their research projects when they return at the end of the summer, states Dr. Walden. These will then be submitted for publications.

The Foreign Research Program was started by Frank R. Lorenz, MD, associate professor of preventive medicine, and John E. Peterson, MD, associate professor of medicine.

Mr. Norris, class president, is going to Nicaragua, Central America. His project in typical fever research will be supervised by Fred B. Moore Jr., SM'53, and Vernon C. Sparks, SM'52.

Monterreyklo, Béxico, is the destination of the Simpson's.

THE VASTNESS of colorful Monument Valley greets early arrivals for the official opening of the Monument Valley Oral Health Clinic last week. Thousands of television viewers from five states viewed the opening ceremonies through a color news report filmed by the University's Public Information Office and Audiovisual Service.

A two-day continuing education course attended by some 40 dentists and taught by School of Dentistry faculty members Bernard C. Ryde, DDS, chairman of the department of oral surgery, and Elmer E. Kelso, DDS, associate professor of oral medicine, was held in conjunction with opening ceremonies.

Student Research

The goals of this program as stated by Richard T. Walden, MD, are:

(1) To give students a research program to be carried out in the environment of a mission station which will broadly profit the indigenous population and all of mankind.

(2) To teach students the principles of operating a good research project.

(3) To afford the opportunity for students to see for themselves what mission life is like on an every day basis.

"Our design is to really stimulate students to consider being missionaries as their life work, and it has been notably successful in accomplishing this goal," says Dr. Walden.

Mr. Norris, class president, is going to Nicaragua, Central America. His project in typical fever research will be supervised by Fred B. Moore Jr., SM'53, and Vernon C. Sparks, SM'52.

Monterreyklo, Béxico, is the destination of the Simpson's.
Local Radiologists Attend National Computer Meeting

Four University faculty members attended the National Conference on Computer Applications in Radiology held at the University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, earlier this month. They were Walter L. Stimson, MD, professor of radiology and chairman of the department; Ernest R. David, MD, associate professor of radiology; Joan R. Nicken, PhD, professor of physiology and biophysics and coordinator of the Scientific Computation Facility; and Tae C. Anderson, PhD, assistant professor of Medical-Dental Suites in new professional building. On "Medical Row" close to hospitals. Apartments throughout. Will sell or rent units. Man may be needed in another Redlands motel. Write: P.O. Box 7(i4, Redlands, California 92373.

Loma Linda Business and Professional Women's Club

Norma Hackley presented Robert L. Cope, vice president for financial affairs, with a check for $2,000 to furnish a room in the new Medical Center. The money was raised by club events, a praise breakfast, a Spanish supper, and individual members donations.

Adolescent Health Problems

Topic of Nurse's Conference

A one day nursing conference on selected health problems of the adolescent is to be presented at Burden Hall on the Loma Linda University campus May 4.

The intent of the conference and ideas on selected areas of adolescent health, to upper division students of nursing and to other interested nurses in the area, and to promote cooperative efforts to improve the health care given the adolescent in hospital and community.

The program is divided into four main sessions.

1. John Lohman, MD, associate clinical professor of psychiatry, will discuss the problems of maintaining psycho-sociological balance in adolescence at the first session.

2. C. Robert Du Lorme, MD, chief of pediatric service, March Air Force Base, Riverside, will talk of adolescent use of narcotics and LSD during the second session. These variations will be discussed by Robert P. Chownok, MD, professor of psychiatry and chairman of the department.

3. A panel of nurses, concluding the second session, will discuss how to meet the nursing needs of the adolescent in the hospital. Ira Y. Longway, assistant professor of pediatric nursing, will lead the panel which includes
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Cardiac Specialist
In Pediatrics Here

Merrett C. Warner, MD, is re-
structed in pediatrics and has com-
pletely completed a two year Cardi-
ology fellowship at Stanford Univer-
sity, California. He is a member of the pedi-
cratic cardiology sec-

A member of the California Crimplod Children’s Services of pediatric cardiologists and a participant in the Pediatric Cardiology group at Loma Linda University, Dr. Warner comes to us from the Loma Linda University pediatric cardiology laboratories. He is a 1966 graduate of Loma Linda University.
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We write Dwelling, Fire, & Auto. Insurance.
First Kidney Transplant Here
Termed Initial Success

The first kidney transplant to be performed in inland Southern California was completed successfully Sunday night by a team of surgeons at University Hospital.

The patient, Paul Anderson, 36, of Peoria, Illinois, had been undergoing regular hemodialysis, a blood purification procedure, at the hospital since January 13.

A donor kidney became available Sunday night through the cooperation of the family of a Riverside man mortally wounded in an accident. Surgeons at Riverside General Hospital removed the kidney within an hour and a half after the donor had expired.

At 300 mile-per-hour speeds, highway patrolmen rushed the kidney to the University Hospital, where surgeons had prepared the patient to receive the transplant.

The total elapsed time between removal from the donor in Riverside and completion of the transplant in the patient at Loma Linda was only an hour and ten minutes.

By Monday morning the organ was functioning well, surgeons said. However, intricate procedures controlling the patient's immunological system will be necessary for several months in order to determine whether the transplant will be a long-term success.

Body Will Reject

At present, surgeons indicate, an implanted kidney has a maximum life projection of only three or four years, at which time another implant replacement must be found. However, medical researchers are working to improve and eventually eliminate it. In the body's chemical "reject" reactions

Magazine Features Graduate School

Nearly 10,000 persons received a copy of the winter issue of the Loma Linda University Magazine through the mail last week.

Entitled, "A Year's Progress," the issue is the product of quarterly, is published to stimulate academic thought and present a picture of activities and research on the University campus.

Edited by J. Jerry Wiley, the winter issue of the magazine features Graduate School research and features articles written by faculty and students.

A one year subscription to the University magazine may be obtained by sending $2 to Loma Linda University Magazine, Loma Linda, California 92354.

WEDDING

The wedding of Diane Bond and Robert Lindsay, both of Lindsay Hall apartment of the residence hall dean, was held April 6 in the Lindsay Hall apartments.

A reception for the couple was held April 6 in the Lindhuy Student Center of the residence hall dean.

Is this any way to Run a Bank?

No need to worry about "bankers hours" — our drive-up teller's window is open from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M., and you can do your banking right from your Car. We believe in spoiling our customers.

Is this any way to Run a Bank?

We think it is. Our customers think it is. You'll think so, too — come in and see for yourself.

MEAT-LOAF-IN-MINUTES

Less than one hour from container to table and only $1.00...so easy...so delicious! Worthington's Meatless Meat-Loaf Mix. You add nothing but water.

EASY as 1-2-3

Serving suggestions: top with tomato sauce, catup, or Loma Linda Gravy Quik.

Fallout Detection Course Conducted

Ten Loma Linda University medical students participated in a refresher course in radiological monitoring held in San Bernardino last week.

The course, at the University, is designed to enable medical personnel to determine the danger level of radiation to human beings in case of nuclear attack.

which cause these implants to eventually develop.

At present such transplantations are only performed at larger centers having research facilities with medical and specialists trained for these pro-

cedures, the physicians said.

Loma Linda Market manager, Fred W. Black (left), and frozen food buyer Lawrence M. Johnson, discuss a few of the Loma Linda Market's new frozen food items, last week. The new frozen food department, installed last month, enlarges the frozen food department by two and one half times.

Alumni News

Edward M. Rose, G56, of the Empress Zauditu Memorial Hospital at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, Africa, received $3,800.00 for his

book, "Empress Zauditu Memorial Hos-

Alumni Association news report by Elsie H. Zipperick, "41, president.

"Rummage Sale! Why all this work? A very successful sale has just been completed by the association. According to Jeanne Middleton, '46, it was the best

Weddings, 1967

The wedding of Diane Bond and Robert Lindsay, both of Lindsay Hall apartment of the residence hall dean, was held April 6 in the Lindsay Hall apartments.

A reception for the couple was held April 6 in the Lindhuy Student Center of the residence hall dean.
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